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Stylist: Abby Gloria

Bridal Beauty 
Bliss



Amber’s hair was prepped with
Kenra thermal spray and combed

through. Using Babyliss Pro ¾
inch curling iron, her hair was
given a thermal set with curls

wrapped down and backwards.
Once cooled, the hair was gently
brushed into a smooth rounded

style with a romantic front swoop. 
 This style is great for side combs

or a veil. 
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By Miss Abby Gloria

Models: 1. Amber 2. Kate 3. Joell

Babyliss Pro 3/4 inch
Babyliss Pro 1 inch
Kenra Design Spray
Kenra Finishing Spray
Lady Luck Pomade
Hair Combs/Flowers

Tools:



Kate’s hair was prepped with Kenra thermal spray and combed
through. A heat set was utilized using a Babyliss Pro ½ inch

curling iron with curls going down and back. Curls were also
rolled downward on both front sections divided by a side parting.  

Curls were clipped and allowed to cool. Curls were softened
emulsified pomade on hands and light teasing with a tail comb.

This helped form the curls into a fluffy bottom. To maintain
shape, a transparent hairnet was placed around curls and pinned

at the sides. 

For Joelle’s hair , after applying Kenra Therma Spray, a heat
set was used with Babyliss Pro ¾ inch curling iron. Hair was
curled downward and towards back, clipped and allowed to

cool. The style is similar to a half poodle combined with a
rounded bottom. The front fringe and hair on top of the head

back to the crown, was fluffed with emulsified pomade on
hands and teasing comb. The back section of hair was

smoothed back and down with a scoop under.  
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